ABSTRACT Screen content coding (SCC) was developed to enhance High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) for encoding screen content videos. However, HEVC has dominated the market for many years, and it leaves many legacy screen content videos encoded by HEVC. Therefore, it is desired that the legacy screen content videos are migrated from HEVC to SCC to improve the coding efficiency. This paper presents a fast transcoding algorithm by analyzing various features from four categories. They are the features from the HEVC decoder, static features, dynamic features, and spatial features. First, the coding unit (CU) depth level collected from the HEVC decoder is utilized to early terminate the CU partition in SCC. Second, a flexible encoding structure is proposed to make early mode decisions with the help of various features. On the one hand, high decision accuracy is achieved because mode decision is considered from different aspects by utilizing features from more than one category. On the other hand, high computational complexity is reduced because the flexible structure considers the decision of each mode separately. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm provides 51.24% and 54.65% re-encoding time reduction with 1.32% and 1.25% negligible Bjøntegaard delta bitrate loss for YUV 4:2:0 and YUV 4:4:4 screen content sequences using all-intra configuration, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Screen content video is an emerging video category due to the rapid development of computer technologies, and it plays a key role in many applications such as online education, remote desktop, WIFI display, video conference with document sharing, etc. Unlike the traditional natural videos captured by cameras, screen content videos are captured from the display screens of various electronic devices, and they usually show a mixed content of text, graphics, and natural images. High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [1] has gained great success in compressing camera-captured videos based on the characteristics of natural image blocks (NIBs), and it roughly doubles the coding efficiency of its predecessor H.264/Advanced Video Coding (AVC) [2] . However, the special characteristics of screen content blocks (SCBs) such as sharp edges, repeated patterns and limited colors make HEVC inefficient for encoding screen content sequences. With the urgent demand for efficient screen content compression technologies, the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) developed the Screen Content Coding (SCC) extension [3] since 2014 and finalized it in 2016.
In the standardization of SCC, two important coding modes, intra block copy (IBC) mode [4] , [5] and palette (PLT) mode [6] , [7] have been included on top of the Intra mode of HEVC. IBC mode was designed as an ''intra version'' of the inter motion estimation. For a typical screen content video, there are many repeated patterns within the same frame. Therefore, IBC mode allows the current Coding Unit (CU) to search block vectors (BVs) in the reconstructed areas of the current frame. PLT mode was designed to take care of CUs with limited colors, and it allows a CU to be encoded by several representative colors.
By adding coding tools specially designed for SCBs, SCC significantly improves the coding efficiency and it is expected to enhance HEVC to compress screen content videos. For example, the SCC reference software Screen Content Model version 4.0 (SCM-4.0) achieves over 50% Bjøntegaard delta bitrate (BDBR) [8] compared with the HEVC reference software HM-16.4 for typical screen content sequences [3] . However, the full adoption of SCC may take several years while HEVC is still a widely used video compression standard. The motivations of a HEVC to SCC transcoder are twofold. First, there are a significant number of legacy screen content videos encoded by HEVC, and it is necessary to convert them from HEVC to SCC to achieve low-cost storage. Second, a transcoder is desirable to alleviate the backbone traffic between the screen content center and cloud edges, where bandwidth resources are very expensive and therefore high-performance compression is demanded to break through the network bottleneck. When the screen content center uploads videos to cloud edges, it is necessary to convert HEVC bitstreams into SCC bitstreams with higher compression ratio for screen content videos. When users download videos from the cloud edges, they can either use a device with a SCC decoder or let the cloud edges convert the bitstreams back to HEVC.
In the literature, transcoding techniques can be divided into two categories: homogeneous transcoding and heterogeneous transcoding. Homogeneous transcoding refers to the conversion within the same format to meet a new functionality, such as different bit rates [9] , different frame rates [10] - [12] , different spatial resolutions [13] , or even the insertion of new information such as watermarking [14] and error resilience layers [15] , [16] . Heterogeneous transcoding refers to the bitstream conversion between different formats, and the HEVC to SCC transcoding belongs to this category. For heterogeneous transcoding, it can always be done by using a conventional brute-force transcoder (CBFT), which contains an original decoder and an original encoder. By taking HEVC to SCC transcoding as an example, CBFT decodes the incoming HEVC bitstream first, and then completely re-encodes the decoded video into a SCC bitstream. Although this approach can be applied to any heterogeneous transcoding tasks with high rate-distortion (RD) performance, it brings high computational complexity. Therefore, it is desired that the decoder side information can be collected to simplify the re-encoding process of CBFT, as shown in Fig. 1 . Based on this idea, many fast transcoding algorithms have been proposed for different tasks, such as MPEG-2 to H.264 transcoding [17] , [18] , MPEG-2 to HEVC transcoding [19] and H.264 to HEVC transcoding [20] - [23] . These transcoders all focus on the fast CU partitioning decision because of different CU partitioning structures of the various standards. However, the fast HEVC to SCC transcoding is different from the previous transcoding problem due to the introduction of the new IBC and PLT modes. Therefore, new challenges are introduced in the HEVC to SCC transcoding problem.
To reduce the computational complexity of a HEVC to SCC transcoder, one possible way is to use various fast encoding algorithms [24] - [26] to replace the original SCC encoder of CBFT in Fig. 1 by utilizing SCC encoder side information only. In [24] , a fast CU size decision algorithm was proposed for stationary regions in screen content videos, where the collocated CU depth level and optimal mode are utilized to predict the current CU size. However, it is not suitable for screen content videos with many dynamic regions. In [25] and [26] , algorithms were proposed to make both fast mode decision and fast CU size decision. In [25] , it classifies CUs into NIBs and SCBs by content analysis. Only Intra mode is checked for NIBs. However, no fast mode decision is made for SCBs due to the low classification accuracy. Then, bit per pixel in the current CU and the depth information of neighbor CUs are used to make the fast CU size decision. In [26] , Intra mode is checked for all CUs with 2N×2N prediction units (PUs). Then CUs are classified into partitioning CUs and non-partitioning CUs. For partitioning CUs, they directly go to the next depth level. For non-partitioning CUs, a similar strategy for fast mode decision as in [25] is adopted, where non-partitioning CUs are classified into SCBs and NIBs. Both PLT and IBC modes need to be checked for SCBs, while only Intra mode is checked for NIBs with N×N PUs at the depth level of 3. These fast algorithms all utilize the SCC encoder side information only, and they are not optimal when applied to the HEVC to SCC transcoding problem. On the one hand, the information from SCC encoder side contains noise due to the lossy encoding and decoding of HEVC, and it may lead to high RD performance loss. On the other hand, it is desired that the information from the HEVC decoder side can be utilized to improve the decision accuracy.
In the literature, there is only one paper [27] studying the fast transcoding scheme of HEVC to SCC, and it was designed for screen content videos in YUV 4:4:4 format. First, it directly maps the optimal CU size from HEVC to SCC and classifies CUs into non-partitioning CUs and partitioning CUs. For partitioning CUs, it utilizes a CU type classifier to further classify them into SCBs and NIBs like other fast mode decision algorithms [25] , [26] . SCBs check both IBC and PLT modes before going to the next depth level, while NIBs directly go to the next depth level. For non-partitioning CUs, only Intra mode is checked and then 8774 VOLUME 7, 2019 CU partitions are terminated. Besides, some thresholds are set to skip remaining modes and CU partitions if the bit cost of a CU is small. However, it has two drawbacks. First, it only utilizes some static features describing the current CU content to perform classifications while ignoring the information from the intermediate encoding stage and neighbor CUs. Therefore, the prediction accuracy is not high, and all mode candidates need to be checked for 8×8 CUs. Second, it treats the decision for IBC and PLT modes the same like other fast mode decision algorithms [25] , [26] , where both IBC and PLT modes are checked for SCBs. In fact, a SCB will only selects one mode from IBC and PLT modes, and higher re-encoding time reduction can be provided if mode candidates are further reduced for SCBs.
In this paper, we propose a fast HEVC to SCC transcoder (FHST) by utilizing various features from four categories. They are (a) features from the HEVC decoder, (b) static features describing CU content characteristics, (c) dynamic features extracted in the intermediate coding stage of SCC, and (d) spatial features from the sub-CUs and neighbor CUs. First, the optimal CU depth level collected from the HEVC decoder is utilized to early terminate CU partitions in SCC by using statistical analysis. Then, we propose a flexible mode decision structure to simplify the mode decision process. For each mode, a decision tree (DT) based classifier is inserted right before checking the target mode, and the most updated dynamic features are utilized to decide whether to check the mode or not. Therefore, IBC and PLT modes are no longer treated equally, and it allows the case that only one mode is checked for a SCB. Then, for a CU arrived at its last depth level, another DT-based classifier is trained by utilizing spatial features, and the decision of a mode is decided by a voting strategy. The differences between our contributions and the related schemes can be summarized as: 1) The works in [24] - [26] only utilize features from categories of (b), and the work in [27] uses features from categories of (a) and (b). However, we design multiple mode decision models by utilizing features from all the four categories to improve the decision accuracy. (2) The mode decision algorithms in [25] - [27] always treat the decision of IBC and PLT modes the same by performing CU type classification, and they are both checked for SCBs. On the contrary, the proposed flexible mode decision structure inserts a mode decision model before checking each mode, and many SCBs only check one mode of IBC or PLT, which leads to larger encoding time reduction. Considering that there are many existing screen content videos encoded by HEVC in YUV 4:2:0 format, we firstly propose FHST for YUV 4:2:0 screen content videos, and then extend the proposed FHST to support YUV 4:4:4 screen content videos. The source code of the proposed FHST can be found in our website http://www.eie.polyu.edu.hk/~ylchan/research/FHST/.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the review on HEVC to SCC transcoding. Section III details the proposed FHST. The experimental results are presented in Section IV to verify the performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally, Section V concludes this paper. 
II. REVIEW ON HEVC TO SCC TRANSCODING
After transformation and quantization, the quantized transform coefficients C are obtained
where D is the transformation matrix, S f is the forward scaling matrix, Q is the quantization matrix, ⊗ is the element wise multiplication operator, and is the element-wise division operator. Finally, the HEVC encoder signals the quantized transform coefficients C to represent the CU.
In the HEVC decoder side, the quantized transform coefficients C are obtained for each CU by decoding the HEVC bitstream. After the corresponding inverse transformation and dequantization processes, the reconstructed residual block R is obtained as
where S i is the inverse scaling matrix. Finally, a reconstructed CU, CU Reco , is represented as
To simplify the re-encoding process of SCC, the data from the HEVC decoder side can be utilized, such as the optimal depth level d, transform coefficients C and the reconstructed residual block R , as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
B. REVIEW ON SCC ENCODER
As an extension of HEVC, SCC inherits the Coding Tree Unit (CTU) hierarchical partitioning structure from HEVC, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . This structure lets an encoder select optimal CU sizes according to content adaptively. Starting from the size of 64×64 pixels at the depth level of 0, a CTU can be partitioned into 4 CUs of 32×32 pixels at the depth level of 1, and each CU continues partitioning with a minimum allowable size of 8×8 pixels at the depth level of 3.
In each CU, an exhaustive mode searching process is performed, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Besides the Intra mode inherited from HEVC, two additional coding modes, IBC and PLT modes, are included in SCC to improve the coding efficiency of screen content. When encoding a CU, IBC mode performs a ''intra version'' of motion estimation. It searches predictors in the reconstructed areas of the current frame, and a BV is signaled to indicate the relative location of the best predictor. To achieve an optimal balance of coding efficiency and computational complexity, it contains three steps VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. SCC re-encoding structure. (a) CTU hierarchical partitioning structure, and (b) Optimal mode searching structure.
with early termination conditions, which are IBCPredictor, IBCMerge&IBCSkip (IBCM&S) and IBCSearch. IBCPredictor is applied to CUs with sizes from 8×8 to 32×32, and it simply checks several BVs predicted from the last coded CUs and the neighbor CUs if they are encoded by IBC mode. If the distortion of checking IBCPredictor is zero, Intra mode will be skipped. IBCM&S is a ''intra version'' of the inter Skip and Merge modes in HEVC, and it is applied to CUs with sizes from 8×8 to 64×64. If IBCSkip is selected as the best mode so far, the optimal mode searching process is terminated. Otherwise, the remaining mode candidates need to be checked. IBCSearch performs motion estimation in the reconstructed area of the current frame, and it is applied to CUs with sizes from 8×8 to 16×16. PLT mode is designed for screen content with limited colors, and it is applied to CUs with sizes from 8×8 to 32×32. PLT mode selects several representative colors in a CU to form a palette, and then it compresses the CU by using an index map.
Similar to HEVC, the optimal CTU partitioning structure and its prediction modes are decided by performing the RD optimization (RDO) process. In a CU, RDO calculates a RD cost, J (m), for each mode m to evaluate its performance
where Dist (m) represents the distortion between CU Orig and CU Reco , Rate (m) denotes the total bits used to signal the CU when selecting the mode m, and λ is the Lagrange multiplier. By comparing the RD cost among different mode candidates and CU depth levels, the optimal mode in a CU is selected as the one with the smallest value of J (m), while the optimal CTU partitioning structure is decided as the one with the smallest total value of J (m).
III. PROPOSED FHST
To meet the challenge of computation-constrained applications, it is desired that the features from both the HEVC decoder and the SCC encoder are collected to simplify the re-encoding process. First, the features are utilized to early terminate the CTU partitions. Second, the features are also used to skip unnecessary mode candidates in a CU. Since the computational complexity of IBCPredictor is relatively low and our experiments show that it takes up only 2.04% of the total re-encoding time, we investigate the fast decisions for other modes such as Intra, IBCM&S, IBCSearch and PLT modes in our paper.
A. EARLY CU PARTITIONING TERMINATION
Although HEVC and SCC share the same CTU partitioning structure, the optimal CU size decided by HEVC may change during the transcoding process, and an example is shown in Fig. 3 . It is observed that due to the adoption of the new coding modes, SCC allows inhomogeneous content to select larger CU sizes than HEVC. However, we also notice that most optimal CUs decided by HEVC do not continue partitioning in SCC. Therefore, the CU partitioning process in SCC can be early terminated by utilizing the decoder side information of HEVC.
To derive the early CU partitioning termination rule, we encoded and decoded 13 typical SCC test sequences [28] by HEVC reference software HM-16.12 [29] with quantization parameters (QPs) of 22, 27, 32, and 37 under All Intra (AI) configuration, and then the decoded sequences were re-encoded by SCC reference software HM-16.12+ SCM-8.3 with the same QPs. 
B. FLEXIBLE MODE DEICSION
We propose a flexible mode decision structure in our algorithm, where the decision of each mode is considered separately. The objective of the flexible mode decision technique is to design a decision model for each mode, so that it can assist the transcoder in making the decision of checking a mode or, on the contrary, skipping a mode. Therefore, in the re-encoding process, two classes are defined for a mode x, where x ∈ {Intra, IBCM&S, IBCSearch, PLT}, i.e., checking the mode (ω x ) and skipping the mode (ω x ). By collecting features from both the HEVC decoder and the SCC encoder, the objective can be solved as a supervised classification task, and the model G is represented as
where f i represents the features used to generate the model and i = 1, .., n. Therefore, the decision of each mode is made adaptively by inserting a model G before checking a mode.
1) ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
In our paper, we implement a DT-based mode decision model right before checking a mode. Therefore, some dynamic features showing the intermediate coding information, such as the RD cost and IBC mode flag, can be employed to make mode decisions. Fig. 4 shows the DT-based x mode decision model of our proposed algorithm, where x ∈ {Intra, IBCM&S, IBCSearch, PLT}. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the x mode decision model contains two parts, which are the x mode classifier and the Spatial-Info classifier. The x mode classifier utilizes the features from the current CU to make the decision of a mode x, including features from both the HEVC decoder side and the SCC encoder side, and the class label is set to ω x if the outcome of the x mode classifier is 1. Besides, we find that the mode decision accuracy for CUs arrived at their last depth levels, i.e., d max SCC , is very important to reduce the RD performance loss. The reason is that if the optimal mode is skipped for a large CU, it can still find relatively good modes when it continues partitioning and arrives at its last depth level. To achieve a good trade-off between the computational complexity and coding efficiency, we additionally train a set of Spatial-Info classifiers for CUs arrived at their last depth levels. In our paper, we define CUs coded by Intra mode as NIBs and CUs coded by IBC or PLT mode as SCBs. The Spatial-Info classifier is trained by utilizing the spatial features to decide whether the current CU is a NIB or a SCB.
If it is a SCB, the class label is set to ω x for x ∈ {IBCM&S, IBCSearch, PLT}. Otherwise, the class label is set to ω x for x ∈ {Intra}. After going through the classifiers, a decision voting strategy is adopted for making decisions. The label of the x mode decision model is set to ω x if at least one classifier outputs ω x . More discussions on the structure of the x mode decision model are provided in Section IV.C.
2) FEATURE SELECTION
To make the mode decision for a CU, features from 4 categories are considered: (a) features from the HEVC decoder, Fig. 5(b) , where NIB0, NIB1, NIB2 and NIB3 denote the NIBs encoded at the depth levels of 0, 1, 2, and 3 in SCC, respectively. It is observed that that NIBs from HEVC are very likely to be encoded at the same depth levels in SCC. Therefore, Intra mode at other depth levels is very likely to be skipped for NIBs. f 2 : The AC coefficient energy E AC of the quantized transform coefficients C, which is defined as the sum of square of the AC coefficients
where c i,j is a quantized transform coefficient with row index of i and column index of j in C, and c 0,0 is the DC coefficient. SCBs have many high frequency components and they contain higher values of E AC than NIBs. Besides, we also notice that while many IBC coded CUs are smooth, PLT coded CUs are usually more complex, and they have even higher values of E AC than IBC coded CUs. Statistics that support this claim are shown in Fig. 5(c) , where 10000 Intra, 10000 IBC and 10000 PLT coded 16×16 CUs were randomly selected from the training set. Therefore, E AC provides a chance to differentiate PLT mode from IBC mode.
f 3 : The number of zeros in the residual block N ZR , which is also adopted in the fast transcoding algorithm [27] , and it is defined as
where r i,j is an element with row index of i and column index of j in the reconstructed residual block R , and Kronecker delta δ r i,j , 0 is represented as
Since SCBs have many uniform background pixels, they tend to have a larger value of N ZR . Fig. 6 , where 10000 Intra, 10000 IBC and 10000 PLT coded 16×16 CUs were randomly selected from the training set. It is observed that SCBs have larger high gradient pixel number because they have many sharp edges. Besides, because PLT coded CUs are usually more complex, they also have larger high gradient pixel number than IBC coded CUs. f 8 : Distinct color number N DC , which is also used in fast SCC encoding algorithms [25] , [26] and the fast transcoding algorithm [27] . It is calculated by counting the pixels with different luminance values. Since SCBs contain limited colors, they usually have smaller value of N DC than NIBs. is true, the current CU is more likely to be a SCB and it has a large chance to check the following IBC and PLT modes. Besides, if the value of J (m best ) is large before checking the target mode, the target mode is more likely to be checked. For example, if the target mode is PLT mode, it is more likely to be checked if Flag IBC (m best ) is true and the value of J (m best ) is large. To support this, 10000 PLT coded 16×16 CUs and 10000 Non-PLT coded 16×16 CUs were randomly selected from the training set, and mode distributions over Flag IBC (m best ), and J (m best ) before checking PLT mode are shown in Fig. 7 .
b: FEATURE SELECTION OF SPATIAL-INFO CLASSIFIER i) SPATIAL FEATURES
f 11 : The neighbor SCB number, SCBNum, by counting the top and left neighbor CUs. SCBNum is denoted by
where m L and m T represent the optimal modes of the left and top CUs of the current CU, respectively. The current CU is more likely to be a SCB if it has SCB neighbors, and the evidence is shown in Fig. 8(a) , where 10000 16×16 NIBs and 10000 16×16 SCBs were randomly selected from the training set.
The same background sub-CUs number, BGCUNum, by counting its four sub-CUs which have the same background color as the current CU. BGCUNum is defined as
where Y BC,d and Y i BC,d+1 are the background colors of the current CU at the depth level of d and its i-th sub-CU at the depth level of d + 1, respectively. We define the background color in a CU/sub-CU as the luminance value with the highest occurrence frequency within the CU/sub-CU. If more subCUs have the same background color as the current CU, it is more likely to be a SCB. To support our claim, 10000 16×16 NIBs and 10000 16×16 SCBs were randomly selected, and their distributions over BGCUNum are shown in Fig. 8(b) .
The high gradient pixel strength, HGS 0 , HGS 1 , HGS 2 and HGS 3 , which are calculated by considering if the neighbor CUs from the left, right, top and bottom contain high gradient pixels with TH HG of 8, 16, 32 and 64, respectively. Let us call a CU that contains high gradient pixels as a high gradient CU (HGCU). It is observed that if the current CU is a HGCU, the more neighbor HGCUs it has, the more likely it is a SCB. Otherwise, if the current CU is a non-HGCU, the more neighbor non-HGCUs it has, the more likely it is a NIB. We set the initial value of HGS i (i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}) to 0. If the current CU is a HGCU, HGS i is set to a non-negative value, and its absolute value is calculated by counting the number of HGCUs from the left, right, top and bottom neighbor CUs. Otherwise, if the current CU is a Non-HGCU, HGS i is set to a non-positive value, and its absolute value is calculated by counting the number of Non-HGCUs from the left, right, top and bottom neighbor CUs. Therefore, as the value of HGS i goes from small to large, the probability of the current CU being a SCB is increased, and statistics that give the evidence in this observation is shown in Fig. 8(c) , where 10000 16×16 NIBs and 10000 16×16 SCBs were randomly selected.
c: TRAINING IMPLEMENTATION
Since there are numerous mode candidates in different CU sizes, it is difficult to manually select the optimal features and classification criterions to perform classification. In our paper, we select DTs as the classification model, and the optimal features with classification criterions are selected based on off-line training data. DTs come with low complexity in the testing phase, and they can be easily implemented in the transcoder as a set of ''if-else'' conditions. A DT is flowchartlike structure, and an example is shown in Fig. 9 . In our case that decides whether a mode is checked or not, a CU with several features is input to the DT. Each non-leaf node runs a test on a feature, and each branch denotes an outcome of the test. After going through a series of test, the CU comes to a leaf node, and a class label of ω x or ω x is assigned to it. Specifically, the class label is decided as the label of majority training samples in a leaf node, and the decision accuracy of a leaf node is denoted by the percentage of correctly classified samples in it. The DTs were trained in the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) [31] version 3.8 by using C4.5 algorithm [32] , which adopts the gain ratio to select the best feature and the splitting criterion for each non-leaf node. The data impurity in a node t is measured by the entropy En (t), and it is calculated as
where p(ω) is the percentage of the data belong to ω in the node, and ω ∈ {ω x , ω x }. To reduce data impurity, a feature f with a splitting criterion H is selected to split a node t to two child nodes t k , k ∈ {L, R}. The data impurity reduction Gain(f , H ) is calculated as
where N P and N k are the number of samples in the parent node t and the child nodes t k . Then the gain ratio is represented as
where the normalization term SplitInfo(f , H ) is defined by
The best feature and the splitting criterion in a node t are selected as the one by maximizing GainRatio (f , H ). A DT is trained node by node, and the node splitting is terminated when the number of training samples arrived at a node is less than or equal to 1% of the total training samples.
The training data for building DTs are selected from 5 sequences, which are ''Console'', ''Desktop'', ''Map'', ''MissionControlClip2'', and ''Robot''. To generate the training data, 10 frames were extracted from each sequence with equal time interval. Those frames were firstly encoded by HM-16.12 with QPs of 22, 27, 32 and 37, and then the decoded frames were re-encoded by HM-16.12+ SCM-8.3 with the same QPs. When training the x mode classifier, the positive data come from CUs encoded by x mode, and the negative data are from CUs encoded by other modes. Therefore, the class label of x mode is ω x if the outcome is 1. Otherwise, the class label is ω x . To train the Spatial-Info classifier, the positive data are collected from SCBs while the negative data are collected from NIBs. Therefore, for SCBs, i.e., x ∈ {IBCM&S, IBCSearch, PLT}, the class label is set to ω x if the outcome is 1. For NIB, i.e., x ∈ {Intra}, the class label is set to ω x if the outcome is 0. To avoid the data imbalance problem [33] caused by more training samples in one class than the other, we set the numbers of positive and negative training data to be equal. To balance the coding efficiency and computational complexity, we set two confidence thresholds α and β in the Spatial-Info classifier and x mode classifier, respectively. If the accuracy of a decision made by the Spatial-Info classifier or x mode classifier is lower than the value of α or β, the class label for mode x is set to ω x regardless of its outcome.
As SCC inherits the CTU hierarchical partitioning structure from HEVC, which supports 4 different CU sizes from 8×8 to 64×64, the classifiers for each mode was trained for CUs with different sizes, respectively.
As a summary, the flowchart of our proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 10 , where the DT-based x mode decision model is shows in Fig. 4 . It should be noted that different decision models are applied for different mode separately, and the average prediction accuracy will be discussed in Section IV.C as the hit rate for each sequence. In total, 16 DTs are trained by selecting different features and splitting criterions, and they contain 204 values for splitting criterions. By storing each value using double-precision floating point which requires 8 bytes (B) in C language, those values only take up 1.59 KB. A CU goes through a mode decision model before checking a mode. If the label given by the decision model is ω x , the mode x would be checked. Otherwise, it would be skipped. Besides, when the CU partitioning termination rule described in (6) is satisfied, the encoding process of this CU is finished.
IV. EXPERIMETNAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed FHST, extensive experiments were conducted on a HP EliteDesk 800 G1 computer with a 64-bit Microsoft Windows 10 OS running on an Intel Core i7-4790 CPU of 3.6 GHz and 32.0 GB RAM. Since there are many legacy screen content videos encoded by HEVC in YUV4:2:0 format, we conducted various experiments to evaluate the transcoding performance of YUV4:2:0 screen content videos. We implemented our proposed FHST in HM-16.12 and HM-16.12+SCM-8.3, and all experiments were conducted with QPs of 22, 27, 32 and 37 under AI configuration and common test conditions (CTC) [28] . All test sequences were firstly encoded by HM-16.12 with QPs of 22, 27, 32 and 37, and then the decoded frames were re-encoded by the proposed FHST with the same QPs. The coding efficiency and re-encoding time of the proposed FHST were compared with the conventional brute-force transcoder (CBFT), and they are measured by BDBR and re-encoding time increase, Time, in percentage (%). It is noted that BDBR is calculated by comparing the HEVC decoded video and the final transcoded video.
A. CONFIDENCE THRESHOLD DETERMINATION
To achieve a good trade-off between the coding efficiency and computational complexity, two confidence thresholds α and β were set in the Spatial-Info classifier and x mode classifier, respectively. If the accuracy of a decision made by the Spatial-Info classifier or x mode classifier is smaller than the value of α or β, the class label for mode x is set to ω x regardless of its outcome. In this sub-section, the performance of our proposed FHST is investigated by adopting a greedy searching strategy. The default values of α and β are always 0.5 in a DT. First, the value of α was fine-tuned with β = 0.5. Second, the value of β was fine-tuned with α set to the value providing the best performance. The performances with different values of α and β are shown in Table 2 . It is observed that FHST with the default values of confidence thresholds (α = 0.5, β = 0.5) provides 53.19% re-encoding time reduction with BDBR increased by 1.89%. By adjusting the values of α and β (α = 0.75, β = 0.65), BDBR increment is reduced to 1.03%, and the re-encoding time is reduced by 46.46%.
Besides, it is also observed from the Table 2 that the proposed FHST provides similar performance for sequences used for training (T ) and sequences not used for training (NT). For example, with α = 0.75 and β = 0.5, the average re-encoding time reduction of T and NT sequences are 53.06% and 50.10%, while the BDBR of T and NT sequences are increased by 1.45% and 1.24%, respectively. It proves that the training process of our proposed FHST does not run into VOLUME 7, 2019 overfitting, and it can be well applied to other screen content sequences. In the following sub-sections, we set α to 0.75 and β to 0.5 for further discussions, which provides 51.24% encoding time reduction with 1.32% increase in BDBR on average.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF YUV4:2:0 FORMAT
To evaluate the efficiency of FHST, we compared it with CBFT in which the original SCC encoder of CBFT in Fig. 1 is replaced by the fast SCC encoding algorithms in [24] - [26] . It is noted that the work in [27] , which is the only existing fast HEVC to SCC transcoding algorithm, is only worked for sequences in YUV 4:4:4 format, and the comparison will be shown later in Section IV.F. Table 3 shows the performance comparisons based on HM-16.12 and HM-16.12+SCM-8.3. Compared with the fast SCC encoding algorithms in [24] - [26] , the proposed FHST additionally utilizes features from the HEVC decoder to improve prediction accuracy, and it is observed that performance of our proposed FHST outperforms the fast SCC encoding algorithms [24] - [26] . On average, the proposed FHST provides 51.24% re-encoding time reduction with a negligible increase in BDBR of 1 [26] all bring very high increase in BDBR, where 27.15%, 25.34% and 39.49% re-encoding time is reduced with 2.30%, 2.91% and 3.87% increase in BDBR, respectively. The fast SCC encoding algorithms [24] - [26] only utilize features from the SCC encoder, and they heavily rely on the assumption that the computer-generated content is noiseless. However, this assumption does not hold for decoded videos due to the lossy encoding and decoding of HEVC. Therefore, the fast SCC encoding algorithms [24] - [26] provide less improvement. 
C. DISCUSSION ON THE STRUCTURE OF x MODE DECISION MODEL
Apart from the x mode decision model in Fig. 4 , there are other possible structures, such as training a single DT by utilizing all features (FHST2) and applying the Spatial-Info classifier to all depth levels (FHST3). For FHST2, all features in Section III.B.2 are used to train the x mode classifier without the Spatial-Info classifier. For FHST3, the condition for checking the Spatial-Info classifier in Fig. 4 is removed. However, it is found that they fail to achieve a good tread-off between the re-encoding time and RD performance. The performances of FHST2 and FHST3 are shown in Table 4 with the default values of confidence thresholds (α = 0.5, β = 0.5). It is observed that FHST2 brings a very high increase in BDBR of 5.99%. The reason is that FHST2 is strongly affected by error propagation due to the adoption of spatial features into the single DT. For example, the DT would directly skip IBC and PLT modes for the current CUs if the neighbor CUs are NIBs. Comparatively, FHST avoids the error propagation by treating the spatial features as additional features, and they are utilized to train another DT. On the other hand, FHST3 needs to check more mode candidates by applying the Spatial-Info classifiers to all depth levels. Therefore, it provides a limited encoding time reduction of 39.48%. Comparatively, the proposed FHST achieves a good trade-off between the encoding time and RD performance by applying the Spatial-Info classifier to the last depth level. With the default values of confidence thresholds, FHST provides 53.19% re-encoding time reduction with BDBR increased by 1.89%. By setting α to 0.75 and β to 0.5, FHST has even smaller increase of BDBR than FHST3, where 51.24% re-encoding time is reduced with BDBR increased by 1.32%. Therefore, we adopt it as the optimal structure to the x mode decision model.
D. PERFORMANCE OF THE INDIVIDUAL TECHNIQUE
In this sub-section, the performances of the early CU partitioning termination technique and the flexible mode decision technique are evaluated separately, and the results are shown in Table 5 . It is observed that the proposed flexible mode decision technique achieves 45.11% re-encoding time reduction with BDBR increased by 1.28% on average. Besides, the early CU partitioning termination technique provides 17.31% re-encoding time reduction while BDBR is increased by 0.60% on average. More specifically, it provides the largest re-encoding time reduction of 46.65% for ''SlideShow''. The reason is that ''SlideShow'' contains many smooth areas, which are encoded with many large CUs by HEVC. Therefore, with the help of the decoder side information of HEVC, many CU partitions in SCC are early terminated, and it leads to large re-encoding time reduction. Furthermore, to understand the re-encoding time reduction of our proposed FHST in low and high bit rate cases, we compared the re-encoding time reduction with different QPs. Fig. 11 shows the results of 4 sequences including ''BasketballScreen'', ''ChinaSpeed'', ''Desktop'' and ''WebBrowsing'', and similar results are observed for other sequences. The re-encoding time reduction provided by the early CU partitioning termination technique, flexible mode decision technique, and overall algorithm are shown in Fig. 11(a), (b) and (c), respectively. It is observed in Fig. 11(a) that the early CU partitioning termination technique provides more re-encoding time reduction as QP increases. The reason is that many CUs are encoded with large sizes by HEVC with a large value of QP, and more CUs are early terminated in SCC by using the early CU partitioning termination technique. On the contrary, the re-encoding time reduction provided by the flexible mode decision technique decreases as QP increases. The reason is that static features contain more noise as QP increases, which leads to the decrease of the decision accuracy. Although the re-encoding reduction provided by each sub-algorithm is different as QP changes, it is observed in Fig. 11(c) that the re-encoding reduction of the overall algorithm varies little across different values of QP. Therefore, our proposed FHST has stable performance as bit rate varies. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 11. Re-encoding time reduction of (a) early CU partitioning termination technique, (b) flexible mode decision technique, and (c) the proposed overall algorithm over 4 QPs. Another way to evaluate the proposed FHST is to investigate the hit rates of the proposed techniques compared with the CBFT transcoder. In this sub-section, the hit rates of the early CU partitioning termination and flexible mode decision techniques are given by calculating the percentages of the areas encoded by the same mode as in CBFT, and the results are shown in Table 6 . It is observed that the average hit rates of the proposed early CU partitioning termination and flexible mode decision techniques are all above 90%. More specifically, the hit rate of the early CU partitioning termination technique varies from 92.72% to 99.06%, while the hit rate of the flexible mode decision technique varies from 85.96% to 96.23% for different sequences with different QPs. Besides, the average hit rate of the early CU partitioning termination technique varies little underdifferent QPs, while the average hit rate of the flexible mode decision technique is increased from 90.97% to 93.17% as QP gets smaller. It is due to the fact that the decoded HEVC videos contain less noise as QP gets smaller, and the static features utilized in our proposed mode decision models can describe the CU content characteristics more precisely.
Since the flexible mode decision technique contributes significantly to our proposed FHST, the mode decision of FHST is further studied. The decision of each mode is visualized, and it is compared with the mode decision made by CBFT. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the mode decision of a region in ''ChinaSpeed'' and a region in ''Programming'', respectively, at the depth level of 2 and QP of 22. Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 13(a) show the optimal mode decided by CBFT, where Intra, IBC and PLT modes are denoted by blue, purple and yellow blocks, respectively. It should be noted that for CUs without any denoted color, they are not encoded at the depth level of 2. Fig. 12(b)-(d) and Fig. 13(b)-(d) show the Intra mode skipped CUs, IBC mode skipped CUs, PLT mode skipped CUs decided by our proposed flexible mode decision technique, where CUs with incorrectly and correctly skipped modes are denoted by red shaded blocks and green shaded blocks, respectively. It is observed in Fig. 12(b) that Intra mode is skipped for many NIBs, because d avg HEVC of these CUs are not equal to the current depth level in SCC, as analyzed in Section III.B.2.a. Besides, IBC mode and PLT mode are skipped for many CUs as shown in Fig.12(c) and (d) . However, almost all SCBs are well detected and decided to check PLT mode by the proposed FHST. It is also noted that some smooth CUs need to check all modes, as shown in Fig.12(b)-(d) . The reason is that those smooth CUs may select any mode in the training frames, so that it is difficult to make flexible mode decisions. When compared with the mode decisions made by CBFT, only 4 CUs are incorrectly skipped, while the remaining 106 CUs are correctly skipped and then encoded by the optimal modes correctly.
For the region containing many SCBs in ''Programming'', it is observed in Fig. 13(b) that almost all SCBs are well detected and Intra mode are skipped for them. Besides, it is observed in Fig. 13(c) and (d) that many SCBs are decided to check one mode either from IBC or PLT mode, so that the re-encoding time is further reduced when compared with the fast mode decision algorithms [25] - [27] that only perform CU type classification. When compared with the mode decisions made by CBFT in Fig 13(a) , only 3 CUs are incorrectly skipped, while the remaining 91 CUs are encoded by their optimal modes correctly. Therefore, many redundant mode candidates are skipped by the proposed FHST, while the optimal modes are well kept.
E. DISCUSSION ON FEATURE IMPORTANCE
Our proposed FHST utilizes features from 4 categories to reduce the re-encoding time of SCC, which are features from the HEVC decoder, static features, dynamic features and spatial features. In this sub-section, we discuss the importance of each feature category by removing it from our proposed FHST firstly and then observing the performance improvement when it is added back. In general, better performance is denoted by larger re-encoding time reduction and smaller BDBR increase. Therefore, we adopt a similar performance factor, PFactor, as in [34] to denote the coding performance (20) where PFactor FR and PFactor FA are the performance factors of feature removed and feature added back transcoders, respectively. Table 7 presents the results of the proposed FHST when either one category of features is removed. It should be noted that removing spatial features means disabling the Spatial-Info classifier in Fig. 4 In this sub-section, the proposed FHST is further extended to support fast transcoding of screen content videos in YUV4:4:4 format, where ''Console'', ''Desktop'', ''Map'', ''MissionControlClip2'', ''Robot'' were used to generate training data, and α is set to 0.75, β is set to 0.5. Similarly, the fast algorithms in [24] - [26] are used to replace the original SCC encoder of CBFT in Fig. 1 [27] to make fair comparisons. Table 8 shows the comparisons of the proposed FHST with the fast SCC encoding algorithms [24] - [26] under CTC [28] . It is also observed that the performance of FHST is much better than the fast SCC encoding algorithms [24] - [26] . For the T sequences, 53.50% re-encoding time is saved with 1.42% increase in BDBR. For the NT sequences, similar performance is obtained, where 55.29% re-encoding time is reduced with BDBR increased by 1.15%. It again proves that the proposed FHST is generalizable to the sequences which are not used in training. On average, the proposed FHST provides 54.65% re-encoding time reduction with a negligible increase in BDBR of 1 27 .26% and 27.88% re-encoding time reduction with BDBR increased by 3.13%, 3.53% and 4.74%, respectively. Then, based on the same reference software of HEVC and SCC, we made an indirect comparison between our proposed FHST and the only existing fast HEVC to SCC transcoding algorithm [27] , and the results are presented in Table 9 . It is observed when compared with CBFT, Duanmu et al.'s algorithm [27] achieves 47.93% re-encoding time reduction for their selected sequences while BDBR is increased by 2.14%. Comparatively, our proposed FHST achieves 54.01% re-encoding time reduction for their selected sequences while BDBR is only increased by 1.11%. Compared with Duanmu et al.'s algorithm [27] which only utilizes features from the HEVC decoder and static features, our proposed FHST additionally utilizes spatial features and dynamic features, so that more accurate decision is provided. Besides, Duanmu et al.'s algorithm [27] always checks both IBC and PLT modes for SCBs. However, we allow the case that only one mode is checked for SCBs, as observed in Fig. 12(c) , (d) and Fig. 13(c) , (d), so that higher re-encoding time reduction is provided.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a fast HEVC to SCC transcoder FHST is proposed by early CU partitioning termination and flexible mode decision. Four categories of features are collected from both the HEVC decoder side and the SCC encoder side to simplify the transcoding process. First, an early CU partitioning termination technique is proposed to map the optimal CU size from HEVC to SCC. Then, a flexible encoding structure is proposed where DTs are generated to check each mode candidate adaptively in SCC. With the help of various features from the four categories and the flexible encoding structure, higher re-encoding time can be reduced with less RD performance loss compared with other algorithms. Experimental results show that the proposed FHST provides 51.24% and 54.65% re-encoding time reduction with a negligible increase in BDBR of 1.32% and 1.25% for YUV 4:2:0 and YUV 4:4:4 screen content sequences, respectively.
